Solution conformations of DNAs containing binding sites of the catabolite gene activator protein and lac repressor protein: characterization by Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectra from three subfragments of the Escherichia coli lactose promoter region were obtained in 0.1 M NaCl. The three DNAs are 21, 40, and 62 bp in length. The 21 and 62 bp DNAs contain the binding site for the catabolite gene activator protein (CAP). The 40 bp DNA contains the binding site for the lac repressor. A quantitative analysis of Raman band characteristics indicates an overall B-type conformation for these gene regulatory sites. Bands which correspond to A-family (807 cm-1) and B-family (834 cm-1) deoxyribose phosphate vibrations have the same intensities as bands found in heterogeneous DNAs. The spectra of the 21 bp CAP site have, however, a small band at 867 cm-1 and several other small differences similar to some characteristics observed in C-DNA spectra. Several dG nucleosides in the CAP site appear to be altered from the conventional C2'-endo/anti conformation. At 45 degrees C, well below the melting region of these DNAs, small changes occur in the spectra of the 40 bp lac repressor site which are not observed in the other DNAs. A weak band occurs at 705 cm-1, and intensity changes are observed at 497, 682, and 792 cm-1. The changes suggest that the conformations of several dG nucleosides are altered and that a small region may exist with characteristics of an A-family backbone. This conformational change at 45 degrees C coincides with previous NMR observations indicating an enhanced imino proton exchange rate at a GTG sequence within the lac operator site.